
Resources for You 
Assistance is available to you in a variety of ways 
including Campus Support, Chat, and your Grading 
Oversight (GO) teacher. Your GO teacher is your first 
point-of-contact for assistance with academic 
concerns and questions. 

GO teachers have been trained to support you with:

• additional course materials, upon request

• how to submit a support ticket

• navigating the platforms

• grading rubrics (especially for written responses)

• locating grading categories and grade weights

• developing or modifying course content

• instructional content and resources by course

• escalating issues or concerns

NEW! Course Editing Rights 
Beginning Friday, LiMai high school 
teachers will have editing rights for 
courses, to add content and modify 
activities to best meet the needs of 
students. We ask that teachers do 
not change or hide more than 10% 
of the original course content to 
ensure that we remain in 
compliance with course standards 
and requirements.

In this newsletter, you will find step-
by-step directions for editing course 
content, releasing assessments for 
students, and adding grades for 
activities completed in class. 
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Tutorial Videos
The tutorial videos shared during teacher orientation are now available from the 
Help Videos tab in the left navigation area of Maestro. Watch these videos to learn 
more about accessing assignments, checking student participation and pacing, 
grading assignments and assessments, logging into Maestro and Moodle (My
Virtual Campus™), accessing the Calendar, and submitting a support ticket.

Dear Teachers,

Thank you for your valuable feedback on our program. We've heard your concerns and are here
to assist you as quickly as possible. I hope this newsletter will show you how important your
concerns are and how hard we are working to address them.



Off and Running

Welcome to our first teacher
newsletter. Thank you for sharing your
feedback with us over the past few
weeks.

You will learn how we are listening to
you and making rapid changes to
improve our support for you and your
school. You can feel confident that we
are doing everything we can to
increase the value of our courses and
the success of your educational
program.

We Are Listening to You
In response to your requests for greater 
control over My Virtual Campus and your 
courses, beginning Friday, you will have the 
Editing Teacher role in the Learning 
Management System (LMS). You will be able 
to add content and personalize your 
courses. 

It is important that you do not change or 
hide more than 10% of course content to 
ensure that our curriculum continues to 
align to course standards and requirements. 
Please contact your GO teachers to learn 
more about your new permissions in the 
LMS and how to make the courses adapted 
for your classroom. 

If you have not met your GO teacher yet, 
reach out to your school’s administrator to 
get your GO teacher’s contact information.

Quick Tip
The fastest way to let us know of issues is through the 
Campus Support ticketing system or the Chat icon 
located in the lower right corner of every page in My 
Virtual Campus.

Are you seeing content and assessments that your 
students can’t see? Your courses have “gates” in 
them to prevent students from skipping around in 
the courses without completing assignments in 
order. There are two types of gates – automatic and 
manual. 
• Automatic gates keep students in the current 

unit or module until all work is completed. Once 
all work is completed, the automatic gate will 
release the next unit to the student.

• Manual gates hide assessments (tests and 
quizzes) from students until you are ready to use 
them. Teachers need to lift the gates by changing 
the default release date from December 2019 to 
the date and you want students to access the 
assessments. Learn more about how to release 
gates on the next page. 



New Permissions with the Editing Teacher Role

Lifting Gates for Assessments

Step 3: From the Restrict 
access drop-down menu, 
change the restriction to the 
desired date and time 
when you want students to 
be able to see the quiz or 
test.

Step 1: Select the hyperlink with the name of 
the assessment to open it. Step 2: Using the 

Settings drop-down, 
select Edit settings.

Step 4: Select Save and 
return to course.

Did you know?
Our first FAQs document and upcoming Teacher Orientation 
Course will provide you with answers to common questions 
and links to tutorials to help you with teaching and learning 
through our systems

https://www.hudsonglobalscholars.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Limai-FAQ.pdf


New Permissions with the Editing Teacher Role

Editing Course Content

Step 3: In the General section, modify the instructional content 
by adding directions, providing examples, inserting images, or 
including hyperlinks to websites. You may also upload your own files 
to provide additional content.

Remember intellectual property guidelines and be sure to only 
include new course content and resources that are not restricted or 
protected by copyright.

Step 1: Using the Settings drop-down, 
select Turn editing on. 

Step 2: Scroll down the list 
of course topics and locate 
the topic where editing will 
take place. Select the Edit 
drop-down and choose 
Edit topic or Edit
Settings.

Step 4: Consider settings for 
other modification categories 
before choosing to Save and 
return to course.

Common Settings to Choose
• Availability: Choose dates for releasing content
• Submission types: Select the types of files that can be uploaded
• Submission settings: Require students to choose the submit 

button; Allow students to submit more than one file
• Notifications: Notify the teacher when a student has uploaded 

a file



New Permissions with the Editing Teacher Role

Adding Grades for Offline Assignments

Step 3: Select the Edit icon (pencil) to the 
right of the assignment name and enter 
student grades.

Select Save when finished.

Step 1: Select the Grades link 
from the left navigation bar. Step 2: Scroll down below the list of student names under the Grader report 

to locate the horizontal scroll bar. Scroll to the right to locate the name of 
the assignment that you are grading. 

For example, if you facilitate a Group Discussion in class, you will need to enter 
grades for students so that they are given credit for completing this assignment. 
If you do not provide students with grades for offline assignments, they will not 
be able to move on to the next unit of study.

Horizontal Scroll Bar

Name of Assignment



New Permissions with the Editing Teacher Role

Adding Custom Grades for New Offline Assignments

Step 3: Scroll to the bottom of the page and 
select Add grade item.

Step 1: Select the Grades link from the left 
navigation bar. 

Step 2: In the Grader report, choose Setup.

Step 4: Under Grade item, assign an Item name to the custom grade.

Under Parent category, choose the appropriate Grade category for the grade.

Save changes.



Department Leads

You can also get help from our department leads:

• Enrollment and Student Support: Angie Hughes

• Curriculum: Judy Campf

• Technology: Brad Lineberger

• Teacher Training and Instructional Support: Adina Victor

Getting Assistance 

GO (Grading Oversight) Teachers
Your GO teachers will remain your first point of 
contact for all academic questions, so be sure to 
set up a time to chat or use email to regularly 
communicate. Your GO teacher can help you 
with any of the following:

• identifying additional instructional content to 
enhance your lessons

• managing the course “gates” that limit student 
access to upcoming quizzes and tests so they 
are released when you are ready for students 
to view them

• assisting with submitting a support ticket

• navigating Maestro and Moodle (My Virtual 
Campus)

• developing grading rubrics, answer keys, and 
exemplars

• adding grading categories for custom 
assignments and assessments

• escalating issues or concerns

Other Resources

Our new FAQs 
document and our 
upcoming Teacher 

Orientation 
Course will have 

answers to 
common 

questions and 
links to tutorials to 

help you with 
teaching and 

learning through 
our systems. 

The videos shared during the August
orientation can be found in the Help
Videos section of Maestro or using the
Maestro Help Videos link.

mailto:angela.hughes@hudsonglobalscholars.com
mailto:judy.campf@hudsonglobalscholars.com
mailto:brad.lineberger@hudsonglobalscholars.com
mailto:adina.victor@hudsonglobalscholars.com
https://www.hudsonglobalscholars.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Limai-FAQ.pdf
https://myvsoe.maestrosis.com/HelpVideosPage.aspx


What have we been working on for you?

Topic Issues Solutions

Curriculum

• Missing syllabus and/or pacing 
guidance

• Not enough activities
• Full-course glossary
• Grade weights
• Content and assessment alignment
• Rubrics and answer keys

By Monday, the updated syllabus and pacing 
guide will be attached to each course. The 
curriculum team is looking into creating full 
course glossaries. Additional content, answer 
keys, and rubrics are added to courses once 
available. Significant Part B course revisions 
are underway (content, alignments, activities, 
etc.). Remember: Your GO Peer teacher may 
be able to assist with enhancing course 
content and grading guidelines.

Technology Slow internet The technology team is investigating a 
resolution for both campuses.

Training

• Students not seeing content and 
assessments

• YouTube inks don’t work in China
• Need to modify course content
• Support from GO teachers
• How students submit homework
• How to provide participation grades
• Using educational resources 

appropriately
• How American teachers teach

By Friday, teachers will have the Editing 
Teacher role in My Virtual Campus, allowing 
for modifications to course content and 
additional custom assignments for grading. 
GO teachers can assist with these new 
permissions, and identify specific issues that 
can be addressed individually.  See the FAQs 
document for more information.

Admissions

• Accounts not working
• Students in wrong classes
• Modifying individualized learning 

plans

These issues are investigated and resolved as 
they arise.

Suggestions for Upcoming Newsletters

If you have ideas for our next newsletter, questions to address in 
our FAQs, or topics and resources to include in our Teacher 
Orientation Course, send an email Judy Campf. Thank you!

https://www.hudsonglobalscholars.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Limai-FAQ.pdf
mailto:judy.campf@hudsonglobalscholars.com
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